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Abstract: Surrounding rock control and support stability in the process of coal seam mining in
ultra-large height mining face are the key to normal mine operation. In this study, the roof movement
and deformation of an ultra-large height mining face are analyzed, and the working resistance of the
ultra-large height mining face is obtained by introducing the equivalent immediate roof. By analyzing
the coal wall spalling, the multiple positions of the spalling and the required support force of the
support are obtained. At the same time, ultra-large height supports are more prone to instability
problems. In this study, the stability of the ultra-large height supports was analyzed by establishing a
mechanical model. The results show that: 1. The overturning limit angle of support has a hyperbolic
relationship with the center of gravity. 2. Under the condition of ultra-large height, the increase in
the base width of the bracket significantly improves the stability of the supports. 3. The sliding limit
angle of support is positively correlated with the support load and the friction coefficient between the
support and the floor. The above conclusions can provide guidance on the selection of supports and
the adoption of measures to enhance the stability of the supports during use under ultra-large height
conditions. The working resistance of the ultra-large height supports in the 108 mining face of the
Jinjitan Coal Mine was monitored. The monitoring results show that: The average resistance of the
supports is 22.6 MPa. The selected supports can meet the stability requirements of the working face
support. The frequency of mining resistance in 0~5 MPa accounts for 28.38%, which indicates that
some supports are insufficient for the initial support force during the moving process. Furthermore,
the stability of the supports can be enhanced by adjusting the moving process. This study provides
a reference for the selection of supports in ultra-large height mining faces and proposes measures
to enhance the stability of the supports, which provides guidance for the safe mining of coal in
ultra-large height mining faces.

Keywords: ultra-large height mining face; roof movement; support stability; control measures of
surrounding rock; working resistance monitoring of supports

1. Introduction

Coal is the main global energy source [1,2]. With the development of science and
technology, coal mining is developing towards the special direction of deep mining and
high mining [3–5]. Large-height coal mining technology can significantly improve the
coal recovery rate, which is an important development direction for the safe and efficient
mining of thick coal seams [6]. The maximum mining height has now been developed to
8.8 m [7]. Scholars have undertaken a lot of related research on coal mining in large-height
mining face. Li et al. [8] studied the problem of mine pressure in shallow mining faces with
large mining heights and believed that the failure of key strata would trigger the fracture
of sub-key strata, which would cause a greater load on the mining face. Lu et al. [9] found
that the floor failure area of large-mining height mining faces is small and that the collapse
of a large-mining height roof inhibits floor pressure relief. Ren et al. [10] studied the stress
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distribution area of large-mining height working faces using theoretical calculation and
numerical simulation. Liu et al. [11] studied the law of roof collapse and surface subsidence
by establishing a three-dimensional geological model and a two-dimensional numerical
simulation model.

In the process of coal mining, the support state of the mining face has a direct impact
on the mining of coal resources [12,13]. Effective surrounding rock control is the premise
of safe mining [14]. As one of the important ways to control the surrounding rock of
the working face [15,16], supports have attracted the attention of many scholars. Due to
the different occurrence conditions of coal seams, the relationship between the mining
face support and the surrounding rock is complex and changeable [17,18]. Zeng [19]
and Meng [20] established a numerical simulation model of hydraulic support by using
ADAMS software and studied the motion trend and mechanical response of the hydraulic
supports under impact load. Zhang et al. [21] and Xie [22] proposed that the combination
of an advanced hydraulic support group and bolt (cable) constitutes an advanced coupling
support system. Cheng et al. [23] and Wang et al. [24] used numerical simulation to analyze
the loading and operating characteristics of hydraulic supports, the influence of depression
angle on mining pressure characteristics, and the relationship between the propulsion
speed and the support loading.

At the same time, large-height mining faces are also faced with problems such as roof
collapse and strong ground pressure disasters [25,26]. With the development of the mining
height to 6~7 m, the probability of instability disasters in the stope support–surrounding
rock is significantly increased [27,28]. For large-height mining faces, the stability problem
of support–surrounding rock is more prominent [29]. Yuan [30] proposed a surrounding
rock control scheme combining a high pre-stressed anchorage structure and an automatic
advance hydraulic support for the problem of large deformation in roadways during ex-
cavation and the mining of large-height mining faces. Zhang et al. [31] studied the effect
of hydraulic supports and surrounding rock in large-height mining faces based on the
continuous–discontinuous element method (CDEM). Meng [32] established the mathe-
matical model of the bearing capacity area of the support under different load conditions
and studied the support failure mechanism of the large mining height power support
based on the dynamic numerical simulation model of ADAMS software. Wu et al. [33],
through simulation, theoretical analysis, and field measurement, analyzed the roof crush-
ing structure form of large-height mining faces and the calculation method of reasonable
support resistance of the supports. Pang [34] established a tensile-cracking–sliding dy-
namic model of coal wall spalling for large-height mining faces and calculated the critical
protection force. Li Heng et al. [35] studied the influence law of the stability of the coal
wall of the large-height mining hydraulic supports by combining theoretical analysis and
numerical simulation.

Many scholars have studied the working resistance and stability of large-height mining
supports by theoretical derivation, numerical simulation, and model tests. However, there
are still few studies on the relationship between the supports and the surrounding rock
in ultra-large height mining faces with a mining height of more than 7 m. Based on the
existing research, this paper summarizes and discusses the support–surrounding rock
control technology of ultra-large height mining faces [36–38]. The roof movement of an
ultra-large height mining face is analyzed, and the stability model of the ultra-large height
support is established. The support selection for an ultra-large height mining face is guided
by studying the influence of field factors on the support stability. This study provides
a reference for the selection of supports in ultra-large height mining faces and proposes
measures to enhance the stability of the supports, providing guidance for the safe mining
of coal in ultra-large height mining faces.
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2. Support—Surrounding Rock Control Technology of Ultra-Large Height
Mining Face
2.1. Roof Movement Deformation Mechanism of Ultra-Large Height Mining Face

The roof movement process is actually a dynamic load process in which the roof
rock layer takes the coal wall as the fulcrum and rotates and sinks under its own gravity
(Figure 1). The roof fracture form is a layer-by-layer fracture [5]. Therefore, when the roof
has catastrophe instability, according to the moment equilibrium condition, the force of the
roof on the stope support (R) [39] is:

R =
mγL2

Lk
(1)

where, the height of the roof falling zone [40] is m = 100∑ h
4.7∑ h+19 ± 2.2; γ is the weight density

of rock, t/m3; C is the periodic fracture of the rock stratum instability distance, m; L0 is the
primary fracture of the rock stratum instability distance, m; Lk is the roof distance, m.
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Figure 1. Mechanical model diagram of roof effect on stope supports.

Under the conditions of ultra-large mining height, the increase in the mining height
has a great influence on the fracture and collapse of the overlying rock on the mining
face, and the immediate roof fracture and falling backward have poor filling effects on the
mined-out area. The movement space of the upper main roof increases with the increase in
the mining height. This necessitates further requirements for the mining resistance of the
mining face supports [41,42].

Due to ultra-large height mining faces, mining thickness increased, the original im-
mediate roof cannot fill the goaf, and the lower group of the main roof layer collapses
backward and cannot form a hinge structure; it is a caving state, equivalent to the role of
the immediate roof. Therefore, the immediate roof of the mining face with an ultra-large
mining height should be redefined. The rock stratum between the coal seam and the hinged
main roof, which cannot form a structure, is called the equivalent immediate roof.

The immediate roof has an important influence on the support load. Due to the thick
equivalent immediate roof, if the immediate roof strength is low or the support resistance is
insufficient, under the action of the self-weight of the thick immediate roof, the mining face
will continue to be in a high resistance state. In order to prevent immediate roof damage,
the timely provision of adequate support is required. Therefore, ultra-large mining height
support is required to have a high setting load and working resistance to balance the weight
of the immediate roof and the load of the main roof structure.

2.2. Support–Surrounding Rock Relationship

The interaction between the support and the surrounding rock includes the control
mode of the support to the immediate roof and the control mode of the main roof rock
beam. The two are the two sides of the contradiction, in which the surrounding rock is
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the main body, and the support is the passive body. Under the condition of ultra-large
mining height, because the immediate roof may have a large-span suspended roof structure,
accurately grasping the on-site working conditions is the key to the roof control design and
support selection calculation of ultra-large mining height.

After the excavation of the coal seam in the working face, the equilibrium state of
the original rock stress field in the rock mass is destroyed. Under the action of the mining
stress field, the roof strata undergo periodic irregular failure and instability. The hydraulic
support is used as the supporting structure of the working face to support the roof, protect
the coal wall, and isolate the caving gangue in the goaf. The supporting stress field and
the mining stress field are coupled to form a dynamic equilibrium. Based on the coupling
characteristics of the mining stress field of the surrounding rock and the supporting stress
field of the hydraulic support, the coupling relationship between the hydraulic support
and the surrounding rock can be divided into strength coupling, stiffness coupling, and
stability coupling, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of equivalent immediate roof of ultra-large height mining face.

The equilibrium state of the in situ stress field in the rock mass is destroyed after the
excavation of the coal seam. Under the action of the mining stress field, the roof strata are
periodically and irregularly damaged and destabilized. The hydraulic support is used as
the supporting structure of the working face to support the roof, protect the coal wall, and
isolate the falling gangue in the goaf. The supporting stress field and the mining stress field
are coupled to form a dynamic balance. Based on the coupling characteristics of the mining
stress field of the surrounding rock and the supporting stress field of the hydraulic support,
the coupling relationship between the hydraulic support and the surrounding rock can be
subdivided into strength coupling, stiffness coupling, and stability coupling [37].

Reasonable determination of support working resistance is the top priority in dealing
with the relationship between the support and the surrounding rock. The traditional
calculation of support working resistance is mainly divided into given deformation and
limited deformation. Under the condition of a given deformation scheme, the support can
only reduce the movement speed of the rock beam within a certain range, but it cannot
prevent the movement of the rock beam. At this point, the support resistance does not need
to exceed the sum of the immediate roof force (A) and the rock beam sinking to the bottom
to the support force (KA).

PTmax = A + KA (2)

where, KA = mE L′γE
2KT lK

; mE is the thickness of the main roof rock beam, m; γz is the density of
main top rock beam bulk, kg/m3; L′ is the initial instability distance of the main roof rock
beam, m; KT is the proportional coefficient considering the weight of the rock beam.
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Under the condition of limited deformation, it is required to control the roof subsidence
of the stope (∆hT), and it must be less than the roof subsidence of the stope (∆hA) when the
rock beam is broken. Assuming that the stope is in a relatively balanced and stable state,
the potential state equation is established according to the mechanical balance, and the
maximum support strength PTmax is:

PTmax = A + KA
∆hA
∆hT

(3)

The influence of the mining height must be considered in the calculation of the working
resistance of large-mining height supports. With the increase in mining height, the range
of the subsidence area of the roof is also expanded, which leads to the working resistance
of the supports being much higher than that of general mining height supports. Some
scholars, specifically for large-mining heights under the condition of fully mechanized
working resistance, put forward this relevant calculation equation [41]:

R =

[
P0 f

(
L
2
+ 0.5H cot α

)
+ PH f

(
l
2
+ 0.5h cot α

)
− (Ks2 −QB)(H − s1 − c− H sin α)

]
/( f c) (4)

where R is the working resistance of the large-mining height support, N; P0 is the gravity
of the main roof rock, N; f is the friction factor between the rocks; H, L is the thickness
and collapse step of the main roof, m; α is the angle of fracture, ◦; PH is the gravity of the
immediate roof rock, N; h, l is the thickness and collapse step of the immediate roof, m; K is
the stiffness of the waste rock in the mined-out area N/m; s2 is the compression quantity
of the waste rock in the mined-out area, m; QB is the gravity of the immediate roof rock
just in contact with the waste rock, N; s1 is the subsidence of the main roof rock, m; c is the
position of the support force.

At the same time, in the calculation of support selection, due to the large mining height
and the hard roof, there is insufficient gangue as a cushion in the mined-out area after the
roof fracture. Therefore, in the process of the rapid sinking of the movable column, it is easy
to cause a large amount of liquid to damage the hydraulic valve of the hydraulic support.
Therefore, it is necessary to improve the hydraulic control valve of the traditional support
in the selection of the support to ensure that the hydraulic control valve is released in time
to avoid the hydraulic control valve from being damaged by a large impact force.

2.3. Analysis of Coal Wall Spalling Mechanism of Ultra-Large Height Mining Face

With the increase in mining height, the probability of coal wall spalling also increases.
Serious coal wall spalling has a great influence on the normal production of super-large
mining height working face. First of all, the coal wall spalling seriously affects the safety of
personnel and the normal production work; secondly, after coal wall spalling, the empty
roof distance increases, which easily leads to the deterioration of the roof conditions; finally,
coal wall spalling will also lead to uneven stress on the support and poor roof connection.
Preventing coal wall spalling is an important means to ensure the normal production of
ultra-large height mining faces.

The coal wall under the horizontal extrusion pressure and the roof pressure from the
coal in front of the working face can be considered as a fixed end, a simply supported end,
or a free end equal to the section beam. The relationship between the frictional resistance Ff
between the coal seam (mining height h) and the roof and floor and the uniform load qh is
established: Z = qh − Ff, and the simplified mechanical model is shown in Figure 3.
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When Z ≥ 0, the coal wall spalling model can be seen as a cantilever beam with one
end fixed and one end free. Point o is taken as the origin of the coordinate, the vertical
downward is the x-axis, and the horizontal right is the y-axis, and a plane rectangular
coordinate system is established for force analysis.

Take the moment of the centroid of any x-section:

M +
1
2

qx2 = 0 (5)

According to material mechanics, the approximate differential equation of the deflec-
tion curve is:

ω′′ =
qx2

2EI
(6)

The deflection equation can be obtained by integrating the Equation (6):

ω =
qx4

24EI
− qxh3

6EI
+

qh4

8EI
(7)

The maximum deflection value point of the coal wall occurs at the contact between
the coal seam and the roof, that is, the mining height. The deflection value at this point is:

ωmax =
qh4

8EI
(8)

When Z < 0, the coal wall spalling model can be seen as a fixed-end, one end simply
supports the beam. Because it is a statically indeterminate beam, the superposition principle
can be used to calculate deflection. The deflection of the cantilever beam under uniform
load and roof pressure and the deflection of the cantilever beam under concentrated load
and roof pressure at point o is zero:

qh4

8EI
−

Fyl3

3EI
= 0 (9)

Fy =
3
8

ql (10)

For any x-section centroid, it can be found that:

M =
3qhx

8
− qx2

2
(11)
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When x = 1+
√

33
16 h, that is, 0.578 times of the mining height, the maximum deflection

value is:

ωmax =
13qh4

2400EI
(12)

Based on the above research, it can be concluded that coal wall spalling generally
occurs in the upper part of the mining height. So is the actual observation through the field.
Based on the mechanical conditions of the surrounding rock of the 8.0 m ultra-large height
mining face in the coal seam, the deflection characteristics of the coal wall are analyzed by
the pressure bar theory. It is found that the position of the coal wall prone to spalling is in
the middle and upper part of the coal wall, which is about 5.2 m away from the floor. The
protective force should not be less than 0.245 MPa. According to the observation of actual
production on-site, the rib spalling position of the coal wall is in the middle and upper part,
and the damage depth of the coal wall is about 1.0~1.3 m.

3. Stability Analysis of Supports
3.1. Overturning Stability Analysis of Ultra-Large Height Mining Face

Good support–surrounding rock relationship is an important way of guaranteeing the
high yield and high efficiency of the mining face. The ultra-large mining height support
itself is high and heavy, and its structural stability is worse than that of the ordinary mining
height support. Serious support stability problems are prone to occur during the operation
of the support. The stability problems of ultra-large mining height support can be divided
into two categories: the support overturning problem and the support sliding problem.
The stability problem of ultra-large mining height supports can be simplified, as shown in
Figure 4.
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In Figure 4, Q is the support subjected to the combined force of the roof pressure; G is
the weight of the support; TS and TX are the upper and lower adjacent supports’ extrusion
force; R is the resultant floor force; Qyf 1 and Rf 2 are the friction between the support and
the roof—floor; f 1, f 2 are the friction coefficients of the roof and floor. h is the height of
the support, m; a is the vertical distance from point O to the gravity line of the support
center, m; c is the distance from point O to gravity action line of support center of gravity
on support base, m; e is the vertical distance from point O to the roof force, m; The supports
are in equilibrium under the action of the above force. Take the moment of point O on the
lower side of the support base:

Tsh + Rc = Qe + Ga + hQy f1 + Txh (13)

When the support is not connected to the top, TS = TX = 0, Q = 0. According to
Equation (13) Rc = Ga. The support is in limit equilibrium when the center of gravity line
of the support passes through point O. Where upon, a = 0, B

2 cos α− hg · sin α = 0. It can
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be seen that support overturning is related to the inclination angle, support base width,
and support center height. The larger the inclination angle, the higher the support gravity
center height, and the easier the support overturning. The width of the ultra-large mining
height supports base is generally 2.05 m. The relationship between the height of the center
of gravity and the inclination angle is shown in Figure 5. Above the curve is the overturned
area, and below the curve is the stability area.
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From Figure 5, it can be seen that the relationship between the overturning limit angle
and the height of the center of gravity is hyperbolic in the support state. Under the same
mining height, the higher the center of gravity, the smaller the limit angle. When the height
of the center of gravity is less than 3.83 m, the trace of the center of gravity is reduced,
which can cause the limit angle to significantly increase. Therefore, reducing the height of
the center of gravity can effectively prevent the supports from overturning.

Making assumptions: 1© the canopy is subjected to uniform load along the inclined
direction; 2© the floor pressure on the base is distributed uniformly along the inclined
direction; 3© Tx = Ts (see Figure 4). When the support is in contact with the roof, according
to the torque balance analysis, according to Equation (13), there is Rc + Qe = Ga + hQy f1.
c is a certain value between 0-B/2; Qy is the component force of Q value perpendicular to
the canopy plane, Qy = Qcosα; f 1 is the friction coefficient between the roof and the canopy,
which has a large variation range with different contact conditions when using 0.3. When
the support may be in a critical state, the roof pressure action line should be located on the
left side of point O (h sin α− B

2 cos α > 0), and the self-weight action line should be located
on the right side of point O ( B

2 cos α− hg sin α > 0), then

Q(h sin α− 0.5B cos α− 0.3h cos α) = G
(
0.5 cos α− hg sin α

)
(14)

arctg
(

B
2h

)
< α < arctg

(
B

2hg

)
(15)

When α is less than the lower limit value, the roof force Q and the self-weight G action
line do not exceed the O point. When α is greater than the upper limit value, the above two
forces exceed the O point. In Equation (15), let hg = 0.4h. When the calculated h value takes
different values, the variation range of the α value is shown in Table 1. With the increase
in the mining height, the upper and lower limits of α decrease, and the limit angle is very
sensitive to the change in the mining height.

Table 1. Changes of α value at different h values.

h/m 3.6 4.6 5.6 6.6 7.6
α/◦ 15.9–35.4 12.6–29.1 10.4–24.6 8.8–21.2 7.7–18.6
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If Q > Qcr = G · (0.5 cos α−hg sin α)
(h sin α−0.5B cos α−0.3h cos α)

, the supports unit will overturn otherwise it
will not overturn. The critical value of the roof load –Qcr results from Equation (14). Let
λ = Q/G, Qg = 18,000 kN, G = 700 kN, then the variation range of λ is 0–25.7. Assuming
that the width of the support is 2.05 m, the h-α relationship determined by Equation (14) is
shown in Figure 6.
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It can be seen from Figure 6 that when the support is in a supporting state, the collapse
of the support is not only related to the height of the center of gravity but also related to the
actual support height h of the support. The relationship between h and the limit angle α

is curvilinear. The larger the support height, the smaller the limit angle. The higher the
support height, the greater the limit angle decreases. The relationship between the mining
height of the support and the limit angle is affected by the external load of the roof (λ).
When the support is lifted to the initial support state, the support is subjected to the force
of the roof on the support perpendicular to the canopy, which helps to prevent the support
from overturning. When the support is in a passive support state, the support is affected
by the gravity of the roof along the direction parallel to the canopy, and the limit angle α

value varies with the mining height. When the mining height is less than 4.9 m, the α value
decreases with the increase in the roof pressure (λ increases). When the mining height is
greater than 4.9 m, as the top pressure increases (λ increases), the limit angle increases, and
the higher the mining height, the greater the increase in α with the external load. Combined
with Table 1, it can be seen that with the increase in mining height, the upper and lower
limit angles become smaller, and the range becomes smaller. This shows from another
point of view that the ultra-large mining height support is very sensitive to the angle, and
it is easy to change from a stable state to an unstable state. It has poor adaptability to the
change of coal seam angle and can prevent overturning by connecting the roof and moving
the support.

Obviously, the support width will affect the overturning characteristics of the support,
and the α-B relationship at a mining height of 4.6 m is shown in Figure 7. The wider the
support is, the larger the limit angle is, regardless of the mining height, and the influence
of width decreases with the increase in the support load. Similarly, the variation of h with
the increase in B is investigated at the limit angle of h = 4.6 m and 6.6 m. As shown in
Figure 8, it can be seen that as the width of the support increases, the limit height of the
support also increases linearly. Increasing the support width can effectively increase the
upper limit of the support height. In other words, the range of the wide support to adapt to
the inclination of the coal seam is large. At the same time, with the increase in the mining
height, the contribution rate of support width increases. Therefore, in the case of ultra-large
mining height, increasing the support width has practical significance. Under the existing
support width, it can be effectively prevented by adding a connecting jack between the
supports, which is equivalent to increasing the width of the base.
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The difference between the free state and the single support is that the mining face
supports are generally closely arranged, and the canopy will be subjected to the force TS
and TX of the upper and lower adjacent supports. Under the normal support state of the
mining face, when the support does not exceed the overturning limit angle, each support is
in a stable state and will not be overturned. TS = TX; that is, the canopy of the support is
not affected by the force of the canopy of the adjacent support. On the contrary, when the
supports are overturned, the support must bear the force TS of the upper adjacent support
due to the overturning trend and also give the lower adjacent support force TX. Assume
that the first bracket on the upper end has a tendency to overturn TS = 0; in order to prevent
it from overturning, the second bracket must provide TS, the expression is:

Tx(1−2) = Q sin α +
hg

h
G sin α−Q f1 cos α− (Q + G)

B
2h

cos α (16)

where, h = 6.6 m, hg/h = 0.4, f 1 = 0.3, B = 2.05 m, G = 700 kN, λ = Q/G, and α exceeds the
limit angle corresponding to λ, the TS value is shown in Figure 9.
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In this case, TX is related to the value of α and λ. The larger the value of λ is (the
greater the roof pressure is), the greater the lateral force of the lower support under the
upper support is. When λ exceeds 1, the value of TX increases sharply. In order to realize
the balance of the support in the whole working face, the last support of the lower end
must provide the lateral thrust of n Tx(1–2). Therefore, comprehensive measures should be
taken to prevent overturning. The thrust is applied at the end as follows, and the tension is
applied at the upper end. The field can be realized through the section of the mining face.

From the perspective of anti-overturning ability, the support structure should have
a low center of gravity and a wide base. From the perspective of adapting to geological
conditions, the roof should be moderately stable, and the fluctuation of the roof and floor
is small. From the operation, the supports should be lowered, fast-moving supports, and
fast-lifting supports.

3.2. Stability Analysis of Support Sliding in Super High Mining Face

The lateral decline of the support refers to the decline of the support along the mining
face. When the current sliding force is greater than the maximum friction force of the
support, the support has a downward trend. In the critical state, it is as follows:

Q cos α · f1 + Tx + (Q + G) · cos α · f2 = (Q + G) sin α + Ts (17)

The sliding characteristics of single support are divided into two cases: 1© The support
is not connected (Q = 0), and Ts = Tx = 0; 2© the support joint (Q 6= 0), and Ts = Tx = 0.

When the support is not attached, according to Equation (17), there are G cos α f2 = G sin α,
critical angle α = arctg f2. Obviously, whether the support falls at this time is only related
to the friction coefficient between the support and the floor. When f 2 = 0.4, the critical
angle α = 21.8◦. Compared with the critical angle of overturning (αo) when the support is
not connected to the roof, when the mining height is 4.6 m or 5.6 m, the critical angle of
overturning is 27.63◦ or 24.59◦, which are greater than the critical angle of sliding. Therefore,
the support first falls and loses stability. The critical angle of sliding (αs) should be taken as
the critical angle of stability of the support. When the mining heights are 6.6 m and 7.6 m,
the critical angles of overturning are 21.22◦ and 18.63◦, which are less than the critical angle
of sliding. The support first overturns, and the critical angle of overturning should be taken
as the critical angle of stability of the support (α). The effect of the friction coefficient on
the critical angle stability of the lateral stability of a single support without top contact is
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Relationship between support–floor friction f 2 and critical angle α of lateral stability of
single support.

h 4.6 m 5.6 m 6.6 m 7.6 m

αo 27.63◦ 24.59◦ 21.22◦ 18.63◦

f 2 = 0.2 αs 11.3◦ 11.3◦ 11.3◦ 11.3◦

α 11.3◦ 11.3◦ 11.3◦ 11.3◦

f 2 = 0.3 αs 16.7◦ 16.7◦ 16.7◦ 16.7◦

α 16.7◦ 16.7◦ 16.7◦ 16.7◦

f 2 = 0.4 αs 21.8◦ 21.8◦ 21.8◦ 21.8◦

α 21.8◦ 21.8◦ 21.22◦ 18.63◦

f 2 = 0.5 αs 26.6◦ 26.6◦ 26.6◦ 26.6◦

α 26.6◦ 24.59◦ 21.22◦ 18.63◦

f 2 = 0.6 αs 31◦ 31◦ 31◦ 31◦

α 27.63◦ 24.59◦ 21.22◦ 18.63◦

When the single support is connected to the top, in this case, TS = TX = 0, but Q 6= 0,
according to Equation (17), there is

Q cos α f1 + (Q + G) · cos α f2 = (Q + G) sin α (18)

The value of f 1 also changes with the roof lithology and roof conditions, but this value
is relatively stable compared with f 2, and the set value is 0.3. At the same time, let λ = Q

G ,
there is:

α = arctg
(

f2 +
λ

1 + λ
f1

)
(19)

By Equation (19), the critical slip angle at the top of the single support is not only
related to the friction coefficient between the support and the floor but also to the support
load. At different times, the relationship between the friction f 2 and the limit angle α
is shown in Figure 10. The relationship between the friction f 2 and the limit angle α at
different λ is shown in Figure 10.
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It can be seen from Figure 10 that no matter how the support is loaded, the limit angle
α increases with the increase in the f 2 value, and the increasing f 2 value can effectively
prevent sliding. With the increase in roof pressure, the limit angle increases, but it does not
increase linearly. The greater the roof pressure, the smaller the increase. The smaller the
value of the friction coefficient f 2, the greater the increase in the limit angle with the increase
in λ is than that with the larger value of f 2. Therefore, moving support with pressure is an
important measure for anti-sliding. The greater the pressure is, the better the anti-sliding
effect is. For the mining face with a broken roof, it is very likely to cause roof caving. The
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limit angle of λ = 0 should be used as the limit angle under this condition. For the roof
above medium stability, the limit angle of λ = 0.5 or λ = 1 can be used as the limit angle
under this condition when the management is good. The smaller the friction coefficient f 2,
the greater the increase is.

The difference between multiple sliding and single sliding is that the sliding of the
support is affected by the extrusion force TX and TS of the upper and lower adjacent
supports. Before reaching the sliding limit angle of the single support, there is no sliding
on the single support, and the force connection between the upper and lower supports
is TX = TS = 0. After exceeding the sliding limit angle of the support, the support slides
and the upper support produces the extrusion force on the lower bracket. In order to
distinguish the extrusion force from the overturning, the extrusion force generated by the
slide is expressed by TX slide and TS slide. Assuming that the first shelf at the upper end
falls, the force on the second is:

Tx(1−2)slide = (Q + G) sin α− [(Q + G) f2 + Q f1] cos α (20)

The sliding force of the whole mining face supports is:

nTx(1−2)slide = n(Q + G) sin α− n[(Q + G) f2 + Q f1] cos α (21)

where, n is the number of supports in working face.
The force that should be provided at the lower end of the support to prevent the

sliding of the mining face is Fkh = nTx(1–2)slide, let n = 147, f 2 = 0.3, G = 700 kN. When
calculating the limit angle when α exceeds λ = 0, the relationship between α and Fkh is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The relationship between Fkh and limit angle α under.

α 16.7◦ 24.2◦ 29.8◦ 30.4◦

Fkh 0 14,079.70 kN 24,350.70 kN 25,372.20 kN

It can be seen from Table 3 that with the increase in the angle beyond the critical angle,
the anti-sliding force that must be provided increases. With an average increase of 1◦, the
anti-sliding force increases by 1852 kN. In the process of support installation, the supports
should be connected to the top, and the initial support force should be generally achieved.
Therefore, the possibility of an overall decline in the mining face is slight and easy to control,
which is not the main contradiction of anti-sliding. The decline of the mining face supports
is the decline of the other supports caused by the decline of the individual supports.

3.3. Factors Influencing the Stability of Super High Mining Face

There are many factors affecting the support stability of ultra-large height mining
faces, which can be summarized into two categories, geological conditions and support
structure design. In the geological conditions, the dip angle of the coal seam, the complex
geological structure, and the strength of the coal seam (the degree of coal wall spalling)
affect the stability of the supports to different degrees. From the perspective of the support
structure, the support type, the initial support force and the mining resistance, the position
of the center of gravity of the supports, and the configuration of the anti-slide and anti-skid
device of the support all affect the stability of the supports. The above factors have a more
obvious influence on the ultra-large height mining face. The stability of the support should
mainly consider the following factors.

(1) Mining face inclination angle

In the mining face with a large dip angle, sliding and dumping may occur when
the supports are moved. The sliding is due to the gravity of the supports being greater
than the friction between the support base and the floor, and the dumping is due to the
gravity center of the support exceeding the support base. In actual production, due to the
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dense arrangement between the canopies of the supports, there are constraints between
the canopies and the side shield, and the gap between the base is large, which leads to the
sliding of the base and the upward dumping of the support.

(2) Support structure

The support with ultra-large mining height has a large weight and a high center of
gravity, and the stability of the support becomes worse when the width of the support
changes little.

(3) Stress state of support

It is closely related to the state of the roof and floor and also related to the support type
and mining resistance. When the roof sinks, if there is a movement in the inclined direction,
the supports are subjected to the force along the inclined direction, which will drive the
support to tilt downward. If the control of the support is unreasonable, roof leakage occurs,
the stress of the support deteriorates, and the supports are subjected to eccentric load or
loss of restraint, which also makes the supports unstable. In addition, when the roof and
floor are uneven, the canopy and the base are poor, and the support’s capacity cannot be
fully exerted. When the roof deformation is large, it may lead to steps between the canopies,
causing biting and dumping. When there is water in the roof and floor of the working
face, the friction between the roof and floor decreases, which intensifies the influence on
support dumping.

4. Application of Super-Large Mining Height Fully Mechanized Support
4.1. Overview of Working Face

The 108 mining face of the Jinjitan Coal Mine (Figure 11) is the first mining face in the
southwest of the first panel. The coal seam thickness is 5.5~8.4 m, and the average dip angle
is less than 1◦. The overall trend is a monoclinic structure tilted to the northwest, without
fold and magmatic activity. The mining face with ultra-large height mining technology, a
designed mining height of 5.8~8.2 m, is deeper than less than 50 times. The mining face
with a buried depth of 239~252 m, an overall east high west low, south high north low, and
an average angle of 5~8◦. The 108 mining face length is 300 m, and the maximum mining
height is 7.8 m. The 108 mining face operators plan to use large mining height for full-seam
mining equipment; the mining length of the design is 5227.4 m.
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4.2. Determination of Support Parameters

(1) First fracture of main rock beam

The on-site measured data, mE = 15.87 m, C1 = 66 m, Lk = 5.9 m, γE = 2.5 t/m3,
ST = 11.8 m2, meet the control requirements of the first fracture time of the lower rock beam
of the main roof support strength PT

PT = mE · γE +
mE · γE · C1

2lk
(22)

Support working resistance RT = PT × ST, the lower limit: RTmin = 4681 kN; upper
limit: RTmax = 26,184 kN.

(2) Periodic fracture of main rock beam

Taking CZ = 30 m, ∆hT = 1.53 m, the support strength and impedance force must meet
the following requirements:

PT = mE · γE +
mE × rE × CZ

2lk
· ∆hA

∆hT
(23)

where ∆hT is the required control of stope roof subsidence value. According to the ac-
tual situation of the existence of ‘internal stress field’, the lower limit: hT = ∆hA, then
PTmin = 140.535 t/m2; upper limit: ∆hT = 0.75 ∆hA, then PTmax = 173.8 t/m2. Lower limit of
working resistance of support: RTmin = 16,583 kN; upper limit: RTmax = 20,508.4 kN.

(3) Determination of support strength

According to the theoretical analysis and field formation data, there are two rock
beams that have an obvious influence on the strata behavior of the stope. The first rock
beam is fine-grained sandstone with an average thickness of 19.55 m. The initial mutation
instability (initial movement) step is about 91 m, and the periodic mutation instability
(periodic movement) step is about 27 m. The second rock beam is a medium-grained
sandstone with an average thickness of 22.45 m. Its initial mutation instability (initial
motion) step is 122 m, and the periodic mutation instability (periodic motion) step is 30 m.

The requirement of the support strength for the first critical layer, which has an obvious
influence on stope strata behavior:

Initial instability : PT0I =
mγC0I

2Lk
= 2.219 MPa

periodic instability : PT1I =
mγC1I

2Lk
= 1.008 MPa

The requirement of the support strength for the second critical layer, which has obvious
influence on stope strata behavior:

Initial instability : PT0I I =
mγC0I I

2Lk
= 2.361 MPa

periodic instability : PT1I =
mγC1I

2Lk
= 0.768 MPa

(4) Determination of support type

ZY21000/38/82D hydraulic support is selected, and its main technical parameters are
shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Main Parameters of ZY21000/38/82D Hydraulic Support.

Pattern Standing Shield Hydraulic Support

Height (lowest/highest) 3800/8200 mm
Total weight of support 78.3 t
Center distance 2050 mm
Working resistance 21,000 kN
Support strength ≥1.65 Mpa
Floor specific pressure ≤5.0 Mpa
Initial support force 16,546 kN
Maneuverability pattern Electrohydraulic control
Step distance 865 mm
Leg piece Three telescopic (2 columns)

With the advance of the working face, the change curve of the mining height and
the support working resistance is shown in Figure 12. The average mining height of the
support resistance monitoring of the 108 working face reached 6.5 m on the 53rd day,
6.9 m on the 57th day, and 7.5 m locally. When the mining height is 5.5~6.5 m, the mining
face advancing speed is 8.6 m/d. When the mining height is 6.5~7.5 m, the mining face
advancing speed is 9.6 m/d. From day 53 to day 60, the average daily working resistance
of the bracket was 11,491 kN (26 MPa), the maximum working resistance was 20,970 kN
(47.5 MPa), and the average maximum working resistance was 18,569 kN (42.1 MPa).
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Figure 12. Relationship between mining height and support working resistance.

Due to the instantaneous action of the hydraulic support, the initial support force and
the maximum working resistance of the supports are achieved in a short time. However,
the working resistance of the support generally conforms to the normal distribution, and
the working state of the supports is reasonable. The initial support force meets the needs
for the timely roof protection of the supports. The load of the supports is full, and the
resistance of the supports is fully exerted.

4.3. Correlation Analysis between Periodic Weighting and Support Load

During the whole mining period, the monitoring system has carried out real-time
online monitoring on the mining face circulating working resistance, support load, and
its support frequency interval. The resistance data monitoring of the fully mechanized
working face is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Resistance data monitoring chart of fully mechanized mining.

It can be seen from Figure 13 that the load of the middle support is larger than that of
the upper and lower ends of the mining face. The average working resistance of the whole
fully mechanized mining is 22.6 MPa, and the maximum occurs in No. 117 support, and
the maximum working resistance is 47.9 MPa.

Figure 14 is the frequency distribution of different loads on the fully mechanized
mining support. It can be seen from the figure that the working resistance of the supports
accounts for a large proportion of 0~5 MPa. It shows that the support moving process
is long, and the supports are not moved and lifted in time after mining according to the
regulations, and the qualified rate of the initial support force is low. The frequency of
20~30 MPa is the highest, indicating that the normal working resistance of the mining face
is between 20 and 30 MPa. The frequency of the supports above 30 MPa is low, indicating
that the weighting time of the working face is short, and the weighting duration is not
long. However, some supports have low initial support force in some specific time periods.
Therefore, the operation process of supports should be strictly managed to give full play to
the performance of the supports.

According to the field monitoring data, the average working resistance of Table 5. The
108 working face is 22.00 MPa, the criterion of weighting is 29.86 MPa, and the reasonable
support strength should be 37.86 MPa. In this month, the value of the pressure was more
than 11 times, the pressure range concentrated in 50~117 supports.

Table 5. Summary of reasonable support strength during periodic weighting.

Pressure Station
Number

Working Resistance
P/MPa

Pressure Criterion
/P + σ

Reasonable Support
Strength/P + 2σ

4 22 31 39
6 23 30 37
9 14 23 33
11 28 35 41
13 21 31 42
16 21 27 33
17 25 32 40

mean value 22.00 29.86 37.86
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Figure 14. Statistical histogram of load frequency analysis. (a) Pressure monitoring of fully mecha-
nized supports (upper part). (b) Pressure monitoring of fully mechanized supports (middle part).
(c) Pressure monitoring of fully mechanized supports (lower part). (d) Integral pressure monitoring
of fully mechanized supports.

5. Conclusions

Focusing on the problem of surrounding rock control and support stability in ultra-
large height mining face, this study analyzed the calculation of mining resistance of ultra-
large mining height support. The stability model of ultra-large mining height support is
established, and the stability of ultra-large mining height support is studied. Suggestions
are put forward for the application of ultra-large mining height support in the field. The
following conclusions are drawn:

1. Due to the large increase in the mining thickness of the ultra-large height mining face,
the working resistance of the support and the risk of coal wall spalling increased. The
equivalent immediate roof is used to calculate the working resistance of the support,
and the coal wall spalling is analyzed. It is required that the ultra-large mining height
support should have high setting force, working resistance, and support force.

2. The stability analysis of the supports shows that: When selecting the supports, the
stability of the supports can be increased by reducing the support gravity center and
widening the support base.
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3. The working resistance monitoring results show that: The average working resistance
of support is 22.6 MPa, which meets the mining requirement of the mining face. The
working resistance of the support’s load frequency in 0~5 MPa, accounting for a
large proportion. It shows that the process of support moving is long, and the initial
support force of the support is small. It is still necessary to strengthen management to
give full play to the performance of the supports.
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